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"An. Improved road is evidence of intelli-

gence, progressives SB, and t&e general pros-

perity of a community. 11

"Hoclem road laa&ing must meet new condi-

tions vvhlch como witli a twentieth century

locomotion.
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INTRODUCTION





COHCKB2B II HIGHiVAi CONSTRUCTION

Object of ^aper.-It is the object of this paper to emphasize the

feasibility of using concrete in Highway Construction.

Growth f Portland Cement Industry* -The enormous growth of the

.American Portland Cement industry is striking evidence of the

widespread use of this deservedly popular material of construc-

tion. Combined with sand and stone or gravel in the correct pro-

portions and mixed with the proper amount of water, the resultant

product -concrete- is a structural material of perhaps more uni-

versal adaptation than any other material now in use. Its appli-

cation to foundations for heavy machinery, to dams, walls, bridge

lors, tunnels, subv^ays and building blocks is well laiorwn. . IThen

ivroperly reinforced with steel, its use is even more widely ex-

tended to the construction of bridges, buildings, sewers, water

conduits and numerous other classes of construction.

Concrete has also been used quite extensively in sidewalk

construction for many years but its use in Highway and Pavement

construction is still an experiment.

f a Road. -The nurpose of a road is to provide the siiort-

est and easiest possible means of passage between different

ooints. The ideal road or street pavement is durable, noiseless,

cleanly, easy to travel on, low in first cost and built of such
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material that the maintenance charges are small, scarcely any

material has "been found which entirely satisfies these require-

ments.

History pjf Roads. -The earliest roads of history were the great

highways for war and commerce extending into districts not read-

ily accessible by water. Host of these, however, were merely
'* -' -*X -i. *. .f =.-.,..

footpaths, until the Carthaginians began and the Eomans devel-

oped the science of road building. The best of these Roman roads

./ore three feet thick, lain in four courses. A foundation of

large flat stonos laid in mortar was covered with a well-compact-

ed concrete of lime and broken stones in the proportion of about

one to three. On top of this was placed another layer of con-

crete which was not tamped and which was a mixture of old build-

ins materials and hot lime. The wearing course consisted of

irregularly shaped flat stones, about six inches thick, carefully

fitted and laid in lime mortar. This form of construction was

undoubtedly not the first method used, but was the result of

much experience and is in good condition to this day. Even these

early road builders appreciated the value of placing in the road

a material providing a positive mechanical bonding strength be-

tween the stones.

With the fall of the Roman Empire came a decline in road

construction and for several centuries no further attempt was

made to improve highways. The revival of paving came in the

building of streets in the larger cities. This was followed by

the improvement of the tlirough routes between the centers of

population.
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It was not until the latter part of the 18th century and

the early part of the 19th century, that a truly scientific at-

tempt was made at road building and then such men as Ilacadam

and Telford standardised the broken stone water bound roads.

She methods employed during that period are in use to-day, in

slightly modified form, in our country and village roads.

The decided change in the mode of transportation on our

highways during the last few years has necessitated new methods

of construction. The lasting quality of a macadam road depends

greatly upon the natural cementing value of the stone composing

it. Until the advent of the automobile, the binding material

of the surface that was displaced by the horses 1 shoes and blown

away by the wind, was replaced by a new binder chipped off the

stone, compressed by the steel-tired vehicles and reformed by

absorbing moisture from the atmosphere. The automobile prevents

this remaking of the binder. The action of the rear driving

wheels displaces not only the surface binder but the road mater-

ials as well, scattering them beyond recovery. When this occurs

rain penetrates the road and softens the base and foundation. In

turn the road settles, breaking the bond and permits the loosened

stones to be displaced.

The development of manufacture and of agriculture, which

require proper transportation facilities to the point of ship-

ment and distribution, has stimulated a widespread Interest and

exiled national attention to the necessity for better pavements

and for highway construction of a more permanent and durable

character. This demand as well as the necessity for reducing





the expense of repairs incident to automobile traffic, has

brought to the forefront tlie use of concrete to produce perma-

nent construction, not only for sidewalks and pavements, tout for

highway structures such as bridges, retaining wells, culverts

and the many smaller details, the repairing of which are contin-

ually vexing the City and Town Engineer and the Highway Commis-

sioner.

The use of cement provides a permanent binder which pre-

vents the old defects present in macadam roads. The most exact

and economical method of combining Portland cement with the ma-

terial at present used in road construction is to mix it with t

them, forming concrete.

This paper is to summarize the uses of concrete in Highway

work and to present examples of work which have proved satisfac-

tory and some specifications.
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COHCKE2E FOUNDATIONS.

Finn sub-base. -The first and most Important essential for a suc-

cessful pavement Is a firm and unyielding sub-base, since

the loads brought upon the surface are transferred to the base,

that base must be in a condition to sustain these loads; that

is, It must be dry and thoroughly compacted, and It must not

contain any vegetable, perishable or yielding matter.

A proper and lasting subgrade can be secured only by keep-

ing out moisture. Drainage must be established so as to facili-

tate the flow of water away from the subsoil and even from the

side ditches as quickly as possible. The sub-base must be dry,

fairly hard and unyielding or no material placed upon it will

prove satisfactory in giving low cost of maintenance and long

life. 2his condition can be attained by using drain tile and

culverts which v/ill be described in a later chapter.

Foundation. -Upon such a well prepared sub-base is laid a founda-

tion for the wearing surface. Experience has demonstrated the

fact that concrete makes the best foundation. The concrete must

be properly proportioned, well mixed and laid smooth to conform

to the grade of the finished pavement. Concrete properly pro-

portioned and mixed is imne vlous to water a most essential

feature for a wearing surface foundation. Water cannot pene-

trate to the carefully prepared sub-base and destroy it, render-

ing it unfit to sustain traffic. When concrete is used for the

foundation it will not only sustain the pressure imposed upon

it by traffic, but will distribute the same over a considerable





area, thus much reducing the load to be carried by the sub-soil.

2his characteristic of concrete makes possible the laying of a

.

rement upon many sub-soils, the cost of preparation of which

would be prohibitive if concrete was not used. It often happens

that a very spongy or boggy place is encountered in road work

and such places can sometimes be crossed by a heavy reinforced

concrete slab for a foundation.

In city and town streets it is frequently necessary to lay

or make repairs to pipes. Cuts can be made through the concrete

of the exact width of the ditch needed, and the foundation re-

-laced without injury to the rest of the pavement and without

fear of settlement. Hence, for pavement fpundatlons, concrete

is used almost universally in city streets where the weering

surface is asphalt, brick, wooden blocks or stone blocks, and

there is no material which can be compared with it for this pur-

pose.

Concrete Foundations. -Concrete was first used in foundations

for street pavements in Hew York City in 1888. At the present

time nearly all cities require that concrete foundations shall

be laid under all classes of pavements.

The proportions of materials for concrete to be used in

foundations for pavement such as granite blocks or asphalt de-

pends upon the local conditions. The heavier the traffic the

stronger should be the foundation. The proportions most common

are 1 part Portland Cement, 5 parts sand, and from 5 to 7 parts

broken stone or grtvol. In most oases 1 part Portland Cement,





3 parts sand and 6 parts broken stone or gravel makes a first

class foundation. The thickness of foundations should vary from

4 inches to 8 inches depending on the richness of the mixture

and the nature of the sub-base. A reinforced foundation should

always be at least 6 inches deep. After a concrete foundation

has been laid, its surface should be kept wet for a few days.

One square yard of concrete foundation 6 inches thicir will

require 1/6 of a oubic yard of concrete. If the mixture ist," !*L J. . ,
.

1 : 3 : 6, as previously specified, the quantity of cement, sand

and broken stone in a square yard of foundation can easily be

determined from the following table of quantities by dividing

by 6.

QUALITIES OB1 1EA2&R1A1S FOB 01TE CU. YD. OP COICKE3S.

Percentage of Voids in Stone or Gravel.
50$ (Stone) 45^(stone & Gravel) 40$ (travel)

Propor- Ce- Co- Ce-
tion by mont sand stone raent Sand stone meat Sand stone
parts bbls cu.yd. cu.yd. bbls cu.yd. cu.yd. bbls cu.yd. ou.yd.

112 2.85 0.40 ,|U80 2.73 0.38 0.77 2.62 0.37 0.74

113 2.34 0.33 0.99 2.22 0.31 0.94 2.12 0.30 0.90

123 1.89 0.53 0.80 1.81 0.51 0.76 1.74 0.49 0.74

124 1.65 0.46 0.93 1.57 0.44 0.88 1.50 0.42 0.84

1 24- 5 1.37 0.48 0.96 1.30 0.46 0.92 1.24 0.44 0.87

136 1.16 0.49 0.98 1.11 0.47 0.94 1.05 0.44 0.89

Thus for 1 stniare yard of G inch foundation made of a 1 :

3 : 6 mixture there v/ill be roeuired,1^85 barrels of cement,

0.078 cibic yards of sand and 0.157 oubic yt rds o' stone. 0?liese

figures are based on averse conclioions, that is, 45 per cent

voids in the broken stone.





Co at, -The cost of concrete foundations for streets or pavements

varies greatly with the proportions used and with the cost of

materials and labor* The cost ranges from 75 cents to $1.50 per

square yard for the usual thioIoiesB of 6 Inches. The following

Is an estimate for the cost of one cubic yard of 1 : 3 : 6 con-

crete in place making 6 square yards of finished foundation.

For other prices of material?, and labor the items may be varied

accordingly.

Portland Cement, 111 barrels, $200 $ 3.22

Sand, 0*47 ou yds., 75 cents, 0*35

Broken Stone, 0,94 ou, yds. t $1.75 1.65

Labor with wages at 25 cents an hour 1.40
Cost of 1 ou. yd. in Place 5.62

Cost of 1 sq. yd. (1/6 cu. yd.) 0.92

nixing. -Machine miring gives s better quality of concrete than

hand mixing, and machinery is generally used where large areas

are to bo concreted. The consistency of the concrete may be

somewhat dryer than for reinforced concrete work, but should be

wet enough so that the mortar will flush the surface with a very

little ramming. The distributing of the concrete after being

mixed is very expensive and laborious if done by hand with wheel-

barrows and consequently many methods of automatic distribution

hr.ve been suggested and tried such as a chutes, boom and bucket,

cable lines and buckets, etc. The committee on mixing and plac-

ing concrete, whose chairman was Ernest McCullough, of Chicago,

reported at length upon the results or tests made on the various

kinds of machine distributers at the last Concrete Boad Conference





hold at Chicago, respite conclusions reached and published two

years ago oondomnlng the cliute type of machine, this committee

found that the chute type was more satisfactory than the "boom

and bixcltet type which is its nearest rival.

If the job is rather small, hand mixing will prove more

economical and the follov/ing example will illustrate the arrange-

ment of a gang for efficient work in laying a street pavement

foundation.

Sang for a 6-incli f undatlon for a street pavement, nhere
the sand and cement wore made into a mortar and spread on to the
stone, and where two mixing platforms were used, one on each
side of the stret%* with a mortar box between them.

T70ne foreman.
"Two men mixing mortar in one mortar box.
"'Fotir men shoveling stone alternately into two measuring

boxes.
TTFour men working alternately on the two mixing platforms,

spreading mortar on stone, mixing concrete, mid shoveling
to place.

"Thre men leveling and ramming concrete, and also assist-
ing to shovel to place.

TTOne man carrying water and doing other v;ork.
'
r

!Elie total quantity of concrete in proportions 1:2:5
laid per day of ten hours averaged from 40 to 46 batches or 29
to 33 cubic yards per day for the gang* 1'he gang was not quite
up to the average, for under given conditions they ought to have
turned out regularly 34 cubic yards per day of ten hours.

Tho whole operation of mixing and depositing concrete in

pavement foundations should be carried on as quickly as is pos-

sible with thoroughness. Concrete which has been mixed and has

set or hardened to any extent should not be allowed to be used

in the foundation. ITherever possible the concrete sliould be

d entirely across the street without longitudinal joints.

Boards set to proper elevation and ctirved on the upper edge to

conform to the cross section of the foundation are sot across





the street and between these forms the concrete is laid.

When connection Is to "be made with any section which has

"been previously laid and which is partially or wholly set the

edge of such section must be broken off so as to be vertical,

and must be freed from dirt and properly wet before fresh con-

crete is laid against it. No carting* wheeling, walking or bi-

cycle riding should be allowed on the concrete until it has

hardened.

0?he top surface of all concrete foundations should be left

rough so as to better hold the wearing surface which is placed

upon it. .Expansion joints may be left at intervals not over 100

feet lengthwise of the street. 2hey can be made best by setting

in the concrete a 1-inch board upright on its edge across the

street from the curb to curb and after the concrete is suffi-

ciently hardened the bo^rd is removed and the space filled with

coarse or fine gravel. Expansion joints are especially neces-

sary near a change in grade of the street where expansion from

heat may cause the pavement to buckle uoward.
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COHCRETR SURFACES.

The use of conorete for the wearing surface of a pavement

as well as the foundation is comparatively recent. The examples

of these pavements already built have proved so successful that

the increase in this class of construction will undoubtedly be

very rapid.

Karly Pavements. -As early as 1894 alleys were naved with concrete

in Boston, using methods similar to sidewalk cons-cruel ion ox-

cept for slightly thicker layers of concrete and surface divis-

ions into small blocks instead of large ones, so an to give bet-

tor footing for horses.

Probably the first street pavement of concrete was built in

Richmond Indiana, in 19015, on Sailor street and in 1906, when

it was necessary to cut a trench the entire length of this pave-

ment for telephone conduits, the concrete was found so hard that

it could be cut only with great difficulty. On the completion

of tho conduit it was repaired, and in 1908 it seemed to be as

good as when first laid in 1903.

Merits f Concrete .-Concrete possesses all the essentials and

fulfills all the requirements of a good pavement. It is low in

first cost, since the materials of which it is made is within

easy reach of all localities desiring good pavements. Practic-

ally no locaLit; of the country is without stone or gravel good

enough for the main body of the pavement, and if local sand is

too poor in quality and freight rates prohibit importing good

sand, fine crushed stone may be used in its place.





The quality of materials and workmanship for concrete pave-

ments is of greater importance than in almost any other form of

concrete construction* The aggregate must be chosen with ex-

treme care, the cement must be of a first-class standard brand,

the proportioning of the materials must be accurate, and the con-

sistency right. Concrete roadways require expert workmanship

but no more so than the laying of other forms of pavement. The

methods of laying and the materials to employ are best understood

by reference to the descriptions given in the pages which follow

of pavements which have proved successful, Too great stress can-

not be laid upon the matter of a first-class aggregate for the

wearing surface; if this cannot be obtained concrete street pav-

ing shoiud not be attempted.

5fhe maintenance cost of concrete pavements is very low. They

are not injured by the elements or by materials which attack some

forms of pavement. The cost of maintenance of a pavement in-

cludes the cost of keeping it clean and concrete can be easily

cleaned by flushing the street with water, since this does not

in the loast injure the quality of the concrete whereas with

some other pavements flushing is extremely injurious.

The item of smoothness is to a large degree within the con-

trol of the builder of the concrete pavement; for the surface

can bo made perfectly smooth or it can be left with any degree

of roughness by {grooving the surface or otherwise. Clearly, on

a steep grade the pavement should be le*t so that horses can get

a foothold and on curves so that automobiles will not slip. Both





of these conditions can "be met "by grooving or roughening the

wearing surface of the concrete.

A wagon running over a concrete pavement makes less noise

than running over a stone block or other similar pavement having
_A_

many Joints* Another advantage of these pavements is that there

are very few places where dust and dirt can collect.

Slimming up then the advantages of concrete pavements it is

seen that they offer very little resistance to moving vehicles,

afford good foothold for horses and prevent slipping of fast

moving automobiles, are clean t can easily be kept free from dirt,

^^. -^- _^_- * *. _-_* . I Vi Jk
and are not very noisy, A pavement combining all these desirable

qualities is certainly one that should commend itself to those

in charge of construction and maintenance of our city streets.

Types f Pavement B.

3?he met 120 d of construction of the first concrete roads in
i *H

this country naturally followed the ordinary lines of sidewalk

"building as pointed out above. Subsequent development has pro-

duced the following types of Concrete Highways.

(1) OHE-COURSE PAVEMElIT.-Eiat in which the full depth of the

pavement is built in one layer and of the same mixture through-

out.
(2) TWO-COURSE PAVEMCTT*-Consist s of a base of rather lean mix-

ture and a wearing surface of a rich mixture. (Blome Granitoid

Pavement is a good example of such pavements).

(3) Om AID TKO-COUSSE MS HEOTORCEI).

(4) GROUTED PAVEMSHTS. -Broken stone pavement grouted v;ith





Portland cement mortar or brick or stone block pavements grouted

with cement znortar.

One-Course Pavement8 .-The highways which the California Highway

Commission aro constructing at present are good examples of the

one-course pavoment. !?his Commission is using two standard

types. One which consists of a four inch course of Portland ce-

ment concrete, 15 feet wide, covered for the most part with a

3/8- inch rearing surface of asphaltlo oil and broken stone screen-

ings, ^he single course of concrete is taking the wear direct

in many places and eeeias to stand up alright. However, the as-

Itic wearing surface is added to reduce noise and to supply

a cushion for horses to run on.

A concrete highway is practically impervious to water and

JL 'jxLAus't
'

\

consequently a very slight lateral slope is needed. !Phe Highway

Commission givos the crown of a 15 foot roadway a rise of but

2 3/4- inches and this seens sufficient. Following is a descrip-

tion of a 9.55 mile piece of this type of roadway which was

built near Froono and the cost of concreting for one day when

they made tho biggest run. he average run for the entire job
fM V

was 484 linear feet or about 1/E of the run for this particular

day, hence it can be conservatively said that the cost of con-
\

creting was thrice the figure given below. This description is

takon from the "California Highway Bulletin" Vol. Ill, Ho. 1.

After the roadway is graded and thoroughly watered and

rolled, timber headers of 2-inch by 4-inch planks placed on edge

and securely nailed inside of supporting stakes are placed along





the outside for pavement forms. These headers should conform to

the lines and grades of the edge of the finished pavement and

the subgrade is then shaped to the finished grade of the bottom

of the concrete by a wooden template the bottom of the template

conforming to and approximately 4 inches below the finished crown

of the concrete. By "approximately" is meant that the subgrade

is usually finished a little above the final grade, depending

upon the nature of the material forming the foundation, and the

final rolling and wetting compacts the dirt to the desired grade.

The grade is then kept clean and thoroughly wet immediately

in advance of the concrete to insure obtaining a full 4-inch

;.'_. iokne ss and to prevent any of the water in the concrete being

absorbed by a dry subgrade.

A !:}: 5 mixture is used for the concrete, which when prop-

erly mixed with clean and well graded material proves to be per-

fectly satisfactory. This requires on The basis of 45 per cent

voids, 1,3 "barrels of cement to the cubic ys.rd of concrete.

The concrete should be mixed with just enough water to be

of a jelly-like consistency, care being 'baleen not to have the
*

I

mixture so wet that the mortar will flow away from the coarse

aggregate, with a resultant "lean 7 mixture.

After being placed, the concrete is struck with a template

riding on the header boards, and is followed up sufficiently

close v/ith wooden tampers and smoothed with a wooden float,

ftiere being sufficient roughness on the finished surface to in-

sure cleavage of the oil wearing surface.





2?he construction of a 4-inch satisfactory pavement demands

practically no leeway In any de arture from the specifications.

Coaraa aggregate for concrete that runs a high percentage of ma-

terials passing a one inch screen requires an excess of sand to

get the finish and therefore rna&es a weaker mirfcure of concrete

than the specified quantity of sand. .Also too much material in

the coarse aggregate passing a 1/4- inch screen again reduces the

quality of the mixture due to the fact that sufficient tests can

not be made rapidly enough to adjust the sand at the mixer.

Concrete was run during 104 days on an average of 484 lin-

eal feet per day of concrete run. On 24 days out of the 104,

over 700 lineal feet were made, and on six days the daily prog-

ress w&s over 800 lineal feet. The highest run for any 8 hours

Was 85V lineal feet with the following crew:

:vo:.^i. ----------- 34 00

1 Engineer ----------- 5 50

1 water tender ---------- 2 00

1 Chute man -----------2 40

4 Chute men at $2,00 - - - .-. e 00

11 '."heelers and sliovelers at 82,00 - - - - - 22 00

1 \7heoler ----------- 2 25

2 '.sen handling plants at 2 . 00 - - - - - - 4 00

2 .rjen smoothing concrete at K2.0Q - - - - - 4 00

1 ifen t -^loping ---------- 2 00

1 :Ton brooming ----------200
2 Ken handling coment ft 2.00 - - - - - - 4 00





1 Wagon spotter ------- ,:ir\ $ 2 00

1 Two-horse wagon and driver (handling boards) -,
- 4 50

3 helping (handling boards) - 00

1 Concrete mixer, fuel, etc. ^, 5 00

1 Pump and engineer 5 j>
-

,.*u,,r*
- 6 00

33 Men, total on co-sorete wor& f 79 65

857 lineal feet = 158.7 cubic yards $0.503 per cubic yard

or 56 cents per square yard of concrete 4 inoiies thick.

2he other type of one course pavement Is the kind used in

rebuilding the El Cazalno Heal of the Padres in *oan Hateo County

between south San Francisco and Kedwood City. It is hoped that

some day the entire old Hoad tfhieh now traverses the picturesque

Coast of California from San i'ranoisco to 3an Mego will be en-

tirely pared in this n^nner.

(Thio roadway is graded to a width of 40 feet and. the msxi-
'fetft*'

"
*. ^ i it

mm fprade is 4 per cent* All curves connecting changes in

grade are Ion* easy ones end the defections are all unaer 20

do^roes. The pavement is S4 foot wide and the center crown is
'

-,,.,, ,-V s
:

t".' \

but 4-inches. I might say here that if a small cro?m is put in

a rofcilwe;- -it-*- especially in the country the natural ten-

dency for all vehicles to travel In the center is decreased for

it is as comfortable to ride on the side when the slope is not

too great, 'fills is an immense factor in favor of concrete roads

since all other roads v/liich are not water tight need considera-

ble slope to run the surface water off.





pv*attt rests upon a thoroucfcly eoramcted mib^rade

of eld maeaaan and a sand clay hardsmn wnioh, whan rolled is

ao hard that gravel End sand can bo hauled and draped on It at

will withoui; using planking and the sand and other materials

can bo dhoveled from It without pieldng UP dirt, and thrown

Into the niacor. 2ho pavement consists of a 5-inch concrete

course of a 1:3:6 miseture to which Is bonded a standard shoot

asphalt surface one inch thick*

3?ho ooncrotd Is prepared for all California Hlglmy woA

In a nortable mlrr to a rathr wet consistency and Is deliv-

ered directly to Its place In the pavement bj means of a 07?ln-

Ing opout* 5?he laltance v/hloh form on the surface of the con-

crete ie romoved by sleeping across the line of ptrromont with

a 0tlff warehouse broom before the concrete cets.

Baqpanslon Joints are put In these puvoiaonte very 25 or SO

feet and are Introduced by placing a half inch strip of wood on

edge across the road at the places where a joint Is to occur

and Imbedding It In concrete. Wlitn the concrete Is nearly set

this strip is removed and tho space left by it filled with tar

or sroid 2he concrete Is Icopt aonp for at least ? days after

pouring In all capes,

m rao9t other parts of tho malted States where one-course

pavements are used, the specifications call for a thicker lay-

er of concrete. For Instance in ^lehlgan tlio concrete is 7

inches thlo3c and missed 1:1^:5 with joints every 26 feet and the

cro-;?n l/loo or the width, m Uebr&ska the thickness of concrete
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is 8 inches with, a 1:2:5 mix whilo in Sennesee it is 6 inches

thick with a mixture of l:2-J-:4J- f and in Missouri the concrete

is G inches thick and the mixture l:2-|-:5. I believe that 4 in-

ches is plenty thick enough for rural traffic if the sub-base
.'.

"

.. ',': t.i 'i .

'

1'
'

i.- :</
'"

is film and the concrete is mixed and poured with cere* Recent-

ly the sub-base was dug away from the concrete letting the con-

crete span a 2 foot opening and then a 10 ton roller was run

over the span. The concrete did not rupture.
r

.

:nie seems con-

clusive that the thicker bases are unnecessary unless a boggy

place is being crossed and then reinforcement should be used*

Liwo-_Course ?avement -gwo-courae pavements are not extensively

used in the west but they seem quite popular for city work east

^of the Mississippi. Since t^o-course pavements are not used

much in highway work I will only describe the Blozne Company

patented Granitoid Pavement such as has been laid in SQioxville,

Tennessee.

She pavement consists of one course 6-J inches thick 1:5:4

concrete, and surface blocking 1 inches thick 2 parts cement

and 3 ju.rts oi" clean sand or chipped rock with duet removed,
,.
*tU;"

;

.
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making E total of 7 inches exclusive of foundation. The top

course is grooved like sidewalks are into 4rJ- by 9-inch rectan-

gle& to reduce slipping. Such pavements have held up rcrcarlca-

.i.l so far*

.^forced / .ants.-Wlien reinforcement is used, the concrete

is Amorally thinner and no expansion joints are required unless

ste. ..ides are eiu;o*rr'cerod. The Easeem pavencrt co'istrricted





on the Ion Island J'otor Parkway Is a good example of Reinforced

Concrete -naveiaents. The following description of the method of

construction is taken from a pamphlet by the Atlas Portland Ce-

ment Company. n he sub-grade was shaped and rolled with a 10-

ton roller, A S-J-ineh layer of broken Btone 1-J- to 2-J inchen

in Rise was then spread upon the sub~gre.de and upon this broken

stone a wire fabric reinforcement was laid over the entire v/idth

Of the roadway and the separate sheets overlapped, A layer of

broken stone was then spread upon uho l&bric so as to conform

to the cross section of tho rocd\my and to give a pavement five

'lies in thiclaieso alter rolling.

After tho ballast was placed on the reinforcement it was

thoroughly rolled and eoigpacted with a 10-ton roller. ortland

cement grout made with one part of Portland Cement and t^o parts

sand was mixed in a mechanical mixer and. poured upon the surface

of the rolled ballast ui.til all the voids were filled and until

the rrrout flushed to the surface after rolling* The grout was

colored with lampblack to slightly (Lai-ken tlie finished pavement.

After the grout has been poured and rolled a thin layer of pea

stone was spread, grouted, and the surface again rolled as be-

fore.

2?he finished pavement was given a rough surface by broom-

ing- so es to form very small ridges at right angles to the

length of the roadway, Oaie was taken to complete all rolling

after grouting oach section before a sufficient period of time

elapsed to allow the cement to take its initial Bet, Auto-

mobiles v/ere allowed on the finished pavement ten days alter

completion."





Other types of reinforced pavements have "been laid in the

following manner.

Thiclmess of "base 5 Inches, wearing surface 1-J- Inches, width

30 feet.

Proportions of concrete In base 1 :}: 5.

Proportions of concrete in surface 1 :!:(!= granite sand).

Only the middle 1C feet of the 30 look v^ve-Bient TCRS rein-

forced. Four inches of the concrete "base was laid and into it

Immediately tamped the reinforcing, '.'lie reinforcement con-

sisted of Uo* 7 triangular wlro mesh, siede "by the .American

Steel and ''ire Company, and was placed with the large '.Tires

DOS the pavement. The remaining inch of the bass was then

;liin 20 minutes or 1/Ji an hour o.. 0|0 completion of the

I , *:/{.. i3 cippliod , tearing surface of a mixtui-o of 1 part

Portland cement, 1 part clean sharp sand and 1 part clean gran-

ite floreoriings. First a l/-inch layer was spread* lliis was

thoroughly rammed to insure a proper "bond* A second layer 1-

inch t i7as imciodi&tely added and thoroughly troweled and

:aado to coni'orm to the established grade and cross section of

the strcot. .-ol'ore the concrete had hardened the surface was

rougiiened by ng a street broom lightly across it.

*
- ricfc or stono bloclr pavocients are often -/;itli

.i mortar. After tho Lrick or blocks liave been placed

o^ 'vJie sand cuttLion, tlie cracks between them iGmst be filled with

:rial v/liiol hold t,iiom ir- plaoe. A 1:2 cement xaortar





broomed into the cracks seoms to serve this duty better than

any other material used. Of course it is not serviceable in

the case of asphalt blocks or wooden blocks, for then asphalt

is the only material that is applicable.

A roadway made by grouting a course of rolled broken stone

5 or 6 inches thick with a 1:2 cement mortar and then rerolling

makes a good, serviceable surface, but it is hard to introduce

expansion joints in such pavements.

drying to grout scarified macadam roads with cement mortar

has proved a failure. Dwo much dust is present and a poor bond

results.









CHAPTER III





SIDEWALKS, CURBS MD 3OTIBHS .

Sidewalks. -Oonorete has "become the universal material for side-

walk construction. A concrete sidewalk is smooth, durable,

cheap In first cost and presents a pleasing appearance. TThat

more can be asked of a sidewalk? It oan even be roughened with

little trouble where the grade is steep and hence slipping Is

prevented.

A first class sidewalk consists of a foundation of cinders,

gravel, broken stone or sound subsoil upon which is laid a lay-

er of concrete 3 or 4 inches thick called the base and an upper

thin layer of mortar about 1-inch thick called the wearing sur-

face. In other words a sidewalk is generally granolithic in

structure. Although the width of a sidewalk may vary according

to conditions, the thickness of the concrete Is nearly always

the same. The slope of the surface from the lot line toward
<

the curb should be 1/4 or 3/8-inch per foot. For parks and sim-

ilar locations the walk Is usually crowned toward the center:

A good foundation, properly drained Is absolutely essential for

successful sidowalk construction, and is best made by excavat-

ing the soil to a depth of 10 to 15 inches below the level of

the finished sidewalk surface, depending on the kind of soil

and the locality, so as to give a foundation 6 to 10 inches

thicli, and after ramming the bottom of the excavation a layer

of coarse material such as broken stone, cinders, or coarse

sand is placed in the excavation and thoroughly ranmed. Drain-

age and ramming are of the utmost importance. In some cities
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no foundation Is required in soils of clean coarse sand which

is porous enough to afford good drainage, while in soils which

retain water a foundation of 6 to 12 inches is specified. Bro-

ken stono or gravel should be screened to remove all fine mater-

ial and cinders and sand should be wet before rammed into place.

In soils like clay which retain water the foundation should be

drained by running drain tiles underneath the soil from the foun-

dation to the gutter, or other suitable outlet* Instead of tile

drains small ditches, say 10 by 10 inches in cross section,

filled with broken stone may be used.

The following specifications for sidewalks are Laken from

a pamphlet published by "The Atlas Portland Cement Company."

"Portland cement only should be used.

"The concrete for the base should be mixed 1 part Portland

Cement, 2 1/2 parts sand or fine stone which will pass a 1/4-

incli screen, and 5 parts broken stone or gravel larger than 1/4

'inch size. .liere the quality of the sand and stone require it,

these proportions must be slightly changed, and if the sand is

not very good 1 part Portland Cement, 2 parts sand and 4 parts

stone or gravel had better be used.

"The wearing surface should be mixed 1 part Portland Cement

to 1 1/2 parts sand, and should be of such consistency as not

to require tamping, but should be simply floated with a straight

edge. The sand here referred to may be either natural bank sand

or crushed stone which will pass a 1/4- inch screen provided it

is from a hard stone which has but little dust.
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"Another excellent plan is to use 1 part Portland Cement

and 3/4 part sand and 3/4 part fine crushed stone.

"-Although 1 part cement to 2 parts fine aggregate is quite

frequently used for the wearing surface this mixture is liable

to make a surface that will wear sandy.

"After having placed and thoroughly rammed the porous foun-

dation, and having carefully set the forms to line, divide the

surface into blocks "by cross lines. Hark the dividing lines

betr/een the blocks on the side forms by notches and place cross

strips from form to form located by these notches. The blocks

should be nearly square, and for walks 4 inches in thickness

should not be over 6 feet in longest dimension, while for walks

5 inclios in thickness 8 feet is about the maximum size. By lay-

ing alternate blocks, and then after the concrete has stiffened,

removing the cross strips and filling in the blocks between,

joints are made so that if the walk heaves slightly, it will

crack in the joint and will not show, provided of course the

v/e- ring surface is grooved and jointed directly above the Joint

in the base.

TTHix the concrete for the base on a tight platform unless

the street pavement is hard and impervious, in which case that

can be used for mixing, Make the consistency rather stiff,

but wet enough so that the concrete will glisten when it is be-

ing mixed, and although holding its shape in a pile, can be

compacted and the mortar brought to the surface with compara-

tively light ramming. See that the surface of the base is
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exactly one inch below the upper level of the forms, so that

th waring surface will be uniformly one inch thick. To ac-

complish this, make a straight-edge of 7/8 inch wood notched at

each end to fit upon the forms.

"As soon as a few blocks of the base have been laid, and

before the concrete has set, mix the mortar for the wearing

surface. ISake this one part Portland Cement to one and a half

parts sand or finely crushed stone and sand mixed. This mortar

may be mixed in a mortar box, as it has to bo of about the con-

sistency of mortar for laying brick.
5 ; n

"To secure good results and prevent the wearing surface

from eventually cracking from the base, it is absolutely essen-

tial that the mortar be spread before the concrete base has be-

gun to stiffen, for if it is left for several hours or over

night the wearing surface is almost sure to peel off in places.

"After smoothing the wearing surface with a straight-edge,

float it roughly with a plasterer's trowel, and after a few

hours, when the mortar has begun to stiffen, float it with a

wooden float, and then with a metal float, or, as it is some-

times called, a plasterer's trowel. Heat cement should not be

applied to the surface. Just as the final floating is being

finished, take a small pointing trowel, and guided by the

notches in the side forms and by a straight-edge, placed across

the walk, run the trowel down between the blocks so as to form

a Joint in the wearing surface directly above the Joint in the

base, and finish this Joint with a groover, so as to give it
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rounded edges. he side edges of the waiic are then rounded off

v/ith a special jointer, and the surface again finally troweled.

"If a roughened surface is desired, a dot roller or a

grooved roller may "be used. The walk should be protected from

the sun for at least four days, and wet down frequently*"

HATBF1ALS FOB 001TCK3235 SI3EWAIKS, FLOORS MD WALLS

Bags of Cement to 100 sq. ft.
of Surface area of Concrete
Base or of V'all

Bags of Cement to 100 sq. ft.
of rortar Surface.

Proportions

5 1:2:4 I;3:6
Thickness
Inches

6

proportions

1:1 1:14- 1:2

2f 2-

4

thick-
ness,
Inches

3
4
5
6

221 18" 12 If 10 8

Ml 21-Jr 154 If' 12
11

Curbs and Gutters. -Curbs and Gutters shoud b.e laid in advance

of the walk in section 5 or 6 eot in length. The sin-face of

the gutter and the top and front surface of the curb should be

made of a 1-inch layer of mortar the same as used for the wear-

ing surface of the walk. It is important to place the upper

part of the curb at the same time with the lower, for the per-

fect union of the two parts is necessary to keep the curb in

position. The same mixtures should be made for curb and gutter

that is used for the sidewalk.

By selecting a crushed stone of the proper variety a per-

manent color can be secured for the surface of a walk, some





pink granites giving especially pleasing effects. Artificial

coloring matter may "be secured by the addition of lampblack,

oclire, iron oxide and other materials to the cement, but most

of these colors will fade.

Cost, -Mr, (Jeorge W. illson in his "Street Pavements and paving

Materials" gives the cost of concrete walks, 5 inches thick and

laid on 7 inches of cinders in Brooklyn, H. Y. t as 16 1/2 cents

per square foot. Here in California concrete sidewalks 4 inch-

es thick will be laid by any contractor, when the job is within

reasonable distance from the base of supplies for 10 to 12

cents per square foot.





CHAPTER IV





CULTORSS.

Use of siZ2ts-^^ ordinary layman, little realizes the import-

ance of culverts in road work. If it was not for the culverts

"fiifiS
-

' '

'

whioh carry tlie surface wuter that accumulates on the upper Bide

of the road across to the lower side where it can flow away,

this surface water would gradually rise and flow over the crown
.* "in. A ,\'.r i

'

! ?;,." f\*P ty,-- 4 f* & |> .-,. ,,
-,

.-...-

of the highway or seep under the surface, into the foundation

and ruin either one or both. Moving water is the most destruct-

ive agent that the highway engineer has to contend with, and

-SiS ".,' * * "'-ft ?T*4'f-
'

O^SLt!^ti>

'' V; '">&
culverts aro the tools he uses in mastering it* Bridges, li^e

culvers aro a water passage but a "bridge is essential to the

crossing and procedure of a highway, a oralvert is only a road

preservative.

During the rainy season, or when snow is melting, all cul-

verts aro carrying their full capacity of water. When the dry

season comes, many culverts are not even dampened, the ravines

which feed them are devoid of moisture. Before the introduction

of concrete in this work; wood, flagstones or iron pipes were

used in culvert construction. The wood being alternately wet

and dry soon rotted away. She flagstones were often hard to

obtain and expensive to put in place. The old cast iron pipes

then used Tere inpure and soon rusted away and were expensive

to procure.

Conereto Culverts -Concrete , however, seenjs to be the ideal

material for culvert wor3c or for head walls used on corrugated

pure iron pipes t prevent the undermining action of the water.
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2?he great number of culverts now bo Ing built for hl^iways and

railroads out of concrete, shows that this naterial is an ex-

cellent material for the construction of such structures. As

tfee entire culvert is zoade of concrete there is nothing to do-

cay and the excessive maintenance charges in timber c instruc-

tion are entirely done away with.

SE6- &J eJi'~Kl0 problem of deciding upon the style of cul-

vert to be used and the sise of the opening is often vexing to

the engineer. If the opening required is under two end one half

square feet, an iron pipe with concrete head walls is generally

used.

For openings greater than this and up to the size where a

bridge is required; either box-culverts (rectangular or square}

or arched culverts are used, arched culverts being used prin-

cipally nhere appearances are the main object for they are more

expensive and no better than box-culverts.

::easurin for sige of culvert -The best way to determine the

required sise for an opening so that the waterway r.
r
.l11 be suf-

ficient, is to measure the width and depth of the stream at

some narrow point near by during the high water stage and if

possible compare this sise with that of other culverts over

the same stream in the neighborhood. With this information the

width and depth of the culvert opening may be chosen. If the

country is open and rolling;, with no other culverts in the

neighborhood, a rough estimate of the second feet that flow

in the stream may be made by determining the area drained by
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the strerj?!, the rainfall and percentage of run-off of the soil.

Proportioning SteterlalB for Conefete ffJj.vert8.~All concrete

culverts should be made of one part Poartland cement, two and a

half parts sand, and five parts broken stone. This Is the pro-

portion adopted by the California Highway Commission and rec-

ommended by many authorities.

BOX CULVERTS.

f CtLlverts . -Fig, ( 2 ) shows a good design for a 4-foot

culvert of ample strength to carry a highway. To prevent un-

:iining, a concrete invert or bottom is used and a baffle

11 and apron at each end should be corstnioted as shown al-

though some cxU.verts, where the soil is hard do not need the

ar>ron t baffle wall, or bottom. Cobble stones or paving bricks

may bo used instead of concrete for covering the bottom between

the side walls* They may be laid even in running water and in

oaee a dry season should occur the spaces betT?eon the stones

or bricks may be filled with cement grout. Concrete nust not

be laid In running wai or for the cement \vlll be washed out

from the aggregate. This 4-foot box-culvert has top, bottom

and sides 8 inches thick and is reinforced with expanded metal

mesh Ho. 10 gage having 3-inch openings. Other similar rein-

forcement placed not less than 1 1/2 and not more than 2 Indies

from the inner surface of the culvert would serve alright. This

sheot reinforcement . hould also bo placed In the apron and in

the I?ing wa?,ls.

Tlie lower part of Pig* ( 2 ) shows a design for a box-culvert
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with an opening 6 by 6 feet similar to the 4-foot box-culvert

described above, except that round steel rods are used instead

of sheet reinforcement. In the bottom of the culvert proper

the rods running at right angles to the length of the culvert

should be 5/8 inch in diameter and spaced 5 inches apart. For

the top they should be 5/8 inch In diameter, spaced 5 Inches

apart and alternate rods should be bent, as shown in Fig. 29,

to reinforce the side wells extending within three inches of
-*

*

the bottom surface of the concrete. his bending of the alter-

nate vods in the top results in the vertical rods of the sides

being spaced 10 inches ar>art. In the apron the 5/8-inch rods

should be spaced 5 inches apart and should be bent up alter-

nately so that the vertical rods in the wing walls are spaced

10 inolieo*

In addition to the rodB above mentioned, there should be

a set of l/2~inoh diameter rods running parallel to tho length

of the GUIverb spaced 10 inches apart which should extend into

tlio apron and wing walls at each end.

GpjBt.-IThe cost of such culverts in California, including forms

and light; excavation can "ho safely figured at 18.00 per cubic

foot of concrete.

If small oulvtjrots with openings not greater than 8 by 2

feet are to be constructed in a compact soil such as hard clay,

where the excavation can be raade to the exact size end shape

of the culvert, the other forms may be omitted. In such a case

the concrete is dooositea directly on the bottom of tho trench





to form the invert of the culvert and then the Inner form is

set in place and the concrete deposited "between it and the

walls of the trench.

PIPE CULYEBIS.

Circular or pipe culverts are made of concrete or of met-

al with concrete head walls. In apron with a baffle wall on

each side as well as on the outer end slioi&d be provided to

prevent tlie water from running along the outside of the culvert

and thus washing away the earth.

Pipe culverts are made o cast iron or sheet iron or of

tilos. Shey should have fall enough so that water will not

stand in them, a slop of 1/4-inch per foot being generally

sufficient. SPhey should also have at least 12 to 18 inches of

earth over the top of the pipe and the earth Bliould be thorough-

ly compacted around the outside of the pipo.

To prevent undermining, head walls should -always be used

with pipe culverts, In Fig ( ) head walls for four sizes of

metal pipes are shown and they are all similar except that for

the 2 4- inch pipe the head wall has a coping 6 inches deep pro-

jecting 2 inches from the face of the wall, ana the head wall

for the 5-foot pipe has a concrete cpron 6 by 24 by 48 inches

in sise. 1-his apron should slope up at the inlet and clown at

the ov.ulet.

: OUI.YSBTS.

As stated above, arch culverts ere moro expensive and more

difficult to build, than box-ciUverts , but t-l:-.oy are frequently
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vised wliere an artistic design Is wanted. Of course, if the

soil is too soft* box instead of arch culverts should "be pref-

erable or else the bearing power of the soil should be increased

by ramming or by adding a layer of clean sand, cinders, or bro-

ken stone before ramming. In extreme oases, where the soil is

very soft, it may be necessary to increase the width of the

I--?.re of the ciLLvert walls or to build these walls on a layer

of '-inch plsnfcs to distribute the weight over a considerable

ares of soil. Occasionally r>ilos may be necessary. In any

such cc-sosi, never tine an arch -unless thero is no other alterna-

tive,

Planking sliorGLd never be used unless it will at all times

bo covered with water.
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CHAPTER V





BRIDCSBS.

It is Impossible to treat concrete "bridges in a thorough

manner in this paper. Volumes have been devoted to the design

of concrete bridges, so it will be considered sufficient in

this paper to simply point out when concrete could be used to

better advantage than other materials in constructing bridges

and the reader is referred to such works as 3Cetohum f s "Design

of Highway Bridges" and Taylor & Thompson's "Concrete, Plain

and Reinforced" for the methods of designing concrete highway

"bridges.

Value p_f Concrete Bridges . -Concrete Bridges are permanent. They

are cheap in first cost and are absolutely proof against torna-

does, high water and fire. This constant demand for more per-

manent bridges is the salient feature which is fast causing

concrete to replace wood and steel for structures of nearly all

types. Of course, there are cases where concrete cannot be

used. If the clear span is over 100 feet, concrete arches can

be used on openings up to 175 feet but excellent abutments are

-j . -... ;* > K- '^ . .* r* s<"

necessary and the changes in temperature cannot be too great.

Henco it is generally not advisable to use concrete in bridge

construction when the span is greater than 125 feet. The aver-

age life of a wood bridge is about 9 years, and of a steel

bridge not over 35 or 40 years, and even during this time there

is a continual outlay for repairs and painting. In the case of

concrete bridges there is practically no more expenditures after

the initial cost and the bridge will last indefinitely.
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Furthermore , concrete bridges keep local money which pays

for a bridge within the community. Local labor can be employed

since the necessary skilled workmen needed in steel construc-

tion are not required and there is no waiting for structural

steel parts since reinforcement rods can be had with but short

notice.

Classification p_f Concrete Bridges, -Concrete bridges may be

classified as flat bridges and arch bridges. Flat bridges are

to Be in which the pressure from the bridge acts vertically on

the supports. Flat bridges are either straight flat slabs of

concrete on piers or flat slabs resting on beams which in turn

are supported by piers, The beams at least are always rein-

forced with steel. Arch bridges are curved and the pressures

upon the supports are not vertical but inclined.

For spans not exceeding 40 or 45 feet, and where solid

foundations are available, there is little choice between flat

and arched bridges go as far as cost is concerned. So the se-

lection of the type of construction to be used should be made

from the esthetic v>oint. of course if the foundations are not

solid, the arch design is immediately eliminated, nothing but

arcli bridges are economical for spans greater than 60 feet

even if the foundations for the support must be made with the

use of piles. For spans greater than 85 or 90 feet it is im-

possible to use a flat type of bridge.

FLAT BBIDGES.

Flat bridges may be divided into 3 types; slab, combined

slab and beam, and girder bridges. The first type is used for





spans not exceeding 16 feet, the second type for spans from 16

to 30 feet long and girder bridges are used for the longest

spans where flat bridges can be used.

A Blab bridge consists essentially of a flat slab of con-

crete of uniform thickness reinforced with steel and resting

on the supporting walls. The macadam roadway is laid directly

on the slab-r- or the slab may form part of a concrete pavement.

Combined beam and slab bridges consist of a series of re-

inforced concrete beams, laid parallel to the roadway, and a

flat slab of concrete spans the space between beams. These

beans rest on and are usually thoroughly united with the abut-

ment walls. The beams and slabs must be laid at one time so

as to form a homogeneous structure,

Girder bridges are usually composed of two large reinforced

concrete beams, called girders, one on either side of the road-

way supporting intermediate cross beams which in turn carry

the slab upon which the roadway is laid, A weight on the road-

way, as from a wagon wheel for example, is therefore transmit-

ted from the roadway to the slab, then to the beams, then to

the girders and finally from the girders to the supports.

For all ty :

es of bridges the concrete should be mixed one

part Portland cement, two and a half parts sand and 5 arts

rock or gravel if the percentage of voids is about 45. for

slabs, girders or beams. The abutment can be a little leaner.

The materials must be thoroughly mixed and must not be

separated in handling.
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Care must be taken to work the concrete In "between and

around the steel rods without displacing them.

(The forms must be strong and under the bridge they rust

be left in place 28 or 30 days.

Cost of Flat Bridges. -The cost of concrete structures vary with

conditions, market prices and labor. Therefore any data regard-

ing the cost of concrete bridges is at best only approximate.

The width, san f thickness, height, character and depth of foun-

dations, the type of structure, the ma^iltude of loads to be

carried, the style of finish and several other elements affect

the cost of a bridge.

For making estimates the following cost units may be re-

lied upon as being conservative.

Plain slabe (reinforced) no haul $9.00 per eu. yd.

Beams and slab w n Tf 10.00 **
Girder bridges " " n 11.50 n n

Abutments not reinforced " " 6.75 " "

Add 20$ per cu. yd. to oabh above value for each mile of

haul necessary for sand and gravel up to 4 miles and 10^/ per

cu. yd. more for each mile over 4.

The California Highway Coirjnission figures that every cubic

yard of reinforced concrete put into the road work costs the

state 18.00. This is very conservative and allows for the

heavy overhead expenses which obtain in state work.

ARCH BEIDOES.

History of Arches. -The first plain concrete arch built was a





116-foot span at Fontainbelau Forest in France, which was fin-

ished in 1869 and is loiown as the Grand llaitre bridge. In the

United States the first plain concrete arch of which there is

any record was one with a 31-foot span built In 1871 in Pros-

pect Park, Brooklyn. The earliest reinforced concrete arch in

the United States was constructed In Golden Gate Park, San

Francisco in 1889. Between the years 1869-1889, many concrete

bridges reinforced with Iron were built In Europe and immedi-
X

ately after this first one was finished in san Francisco, many

were started in all parts of America. But now the concrete

arch is no longer an experiment. It represents the highest art

of modern bridge construction. See Gain's "Reinforced Concrete

Arch."

Arches include all types of curved bridges from simple cul-

verts of 5 to 10 foot spans to the wonderful structures like

the V/alnut Lane Bridge in Philadelphia which has an arch of

252 feet, clear span.

Arches have been built of plain concrete and with reinforce-

ment. She plain concrete spans are not economical nor as safe

as reinforced arches. -Thile the reinforcement adds very little

to the cost, it increases the strength considerable. In the

last few years there has been ,a remarkable increase in the num-

ber of reinforced concrete arch bridges, and they are giving

perfect satisfaction. In most casos the quantity of steel used

is really very small in proportion to the quantity of concrete ,

and as this steel is entirely imbedded in the concrete it; cannot





rust and therefore Is not open to the same objections thai; are

raised against steel where it is exposed to the action of the

elements. In many arches the cross-sectional area of the steel

used is only about 1/100 of the area of the concrete as meas-

ured at the crown of the arch, which is the highest part of

the span* This means that for every 100 square inches con-

crete there is only 1 square inch of steel at that section.

ClaBs ifioat ion f Arches . -Arches are classified in various

ways, but the most simple classification is that which deals

with the method of construction of the spandrels which are the

spaces above the upper surface of the arch ring and below the

roadway level* These spaces may be either filled in solid with

earth filling or they may be left open by supporting the road-

way above on slabs and beams, which in turn are supported on

eolurans or cross-walls resting on the arch ring.

Where the spandrel spaces are filled in solid with earth,

this earth is prevented from flowing out sidewise by side walls,

also called spandrel walls, which run lengthwise of the bridge,

one on either side of the roadway. The earth rests directly

on the outer surface of the arch ring and the road or street

pavement is laid directly on this earth filling. These bridges

ar said to have solid spandrels.

In the second type, where the spandrels are left more or

less open, the roadway is usually laid on a slab of reinforced

concrete having a i.Jiicloiess of from 4 to 8 inches which rests

upon a series of reinforced beams supported on columns, or upon

transverse concrete walls which, being spaced at distances of
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from 10 to 20 feet lengthwise of the bridge, give the appear-

ance of open spandrels. These columns or walls rest on top of

the arch ring.

For small arohes the solid spandrel type is the most com-

mon, v/hile for the large bridges with spans over 100 feet the

open spandrels are better, because they lessen the 7/eight to

"be carried*

5?he style of reinforcement used or as to whether there are

any hinges in the arch or not, also forms a means of classify-

ing arohes. A hinge is made by inserting a ^oi&t in the con-

crete ring and usually, if hinges are used, one is placed at

the crown enci one at each abutment. 17hen these hinges are

present, the concrete arch ring can move a little and hence a

certain degree of the indetermination of computing stresses is

eliminated.

Cost, -There are so many variable items in bridge building, that

to give accurate figures regarding costs is practically impos-

sible. Frequently the cost is givon for e bridge based on a

cubic yard of concrete as a unit, while in other oases the cost

per horizontal square foot of roadway surface is taken as a

unit.

In the "Good Boads Magazine" April, 1908 M*. G. A. Flink

gives the cost of two concrete arches one 50 foot and the other

44 foot span, built by the Pennsylvania State Highway Depart-

ment in 1907 as 07.50 per cubic yard for the 44-foot span which.

contains 43 ci:bie yards of concrete, and 9.50 per cubic yard
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for the 50-foot span containing 268 cubic yards of concrete.

The Ilassacliusetts Highway Commission figures the cost of

a cubic yard of concrete in an arch to "be about $18.00 for small

jobs and $12 00 to 15.00 for large jobs.
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T/ALLS.

USES OF PJ^AHTIHG WALLS.

IThen a highway v/inds along a canyon bottom just above the

flood heights of a stream t an easy grade is attained. But the

water swishing around turns and striking against made embankments

will generally wash away the dirt and eventually the road. A

retaining wall In ouoh a place will prevent washing and often

almost pay for itself in reducing the yardage of earth necessary

to make the fill. Detaining walls are frequently required to

hold back an adjoining mass of earth from sliding down on to a

highway or for supporting the lower side of a highway on a side

hill. -Tails are also necessary in many cases where the highway

is carried up to and over a railroad on an inclined embankment

. .ich is confined on either side of the roadway by a wall run-

ning parallel with the road.

* ffConcrete retaining walls are built either with or without

steel reinforcement and they have come into prominence because

they are more economical than the stone masonry walls so univer-

sally used until a few years ago. concrete hi.s already demon-

strated its usefulness as a material for wall construction, not

only because of its low first cost, but also because no mainte-

nance is necessary. A stone retaining wall must be pointed from

time to time to Iceep the -joints closed or the masonry will soon

be disintegrated by frost. Concrete walls havo practically no

joints and henoe no maintenance charges."

PortIan 3" Cement Pamphlet.





TYPES.

There are two types of retaining walls which are common in

Highway construction. Tliose built in the form of thin reinforced

walls or those made of plain concrete containing little or no

steel re inforeernent .

She latter class or gravity walls as they are called main-

tain their equilibrium and withstand the earth pressure behind

them by being made sufficiently heavy and wide. They do not

utilise the Y/eight of the earth behind them to keep from over-

turning.

KG info.reed "Tails. -He Inforeed retaining walls are bf.ilt like an

inverted I or 3 ike an L and then the earth above this bacfe pro-

jection at the bottom tends to exert two pressures which counter-

act. The weight of the earth will r>roduce a rotation of the

wall in the opposite direction of the rotation caused by the

side thrust of the earth. Reinforced walls can be made much

thinner than gravity ones and for this reason the reinforced

walls are generally cheaper, especially If they are large. The

thin vortical wall of a reinforced wall is generally braced to

the horisontal base either by counterforts on the back or by

buttresses on the front side. In more recent designs no buttres-

ses or counterforts are used and the wall is then a vertical slab

of reinforced concrete attached to a horizontal base.

Buttresses -orejecting out in front of the wall are not often

used, for the:/ take up too much space which In many cases crust

be utilised for other purposes* In addition they give a very

unsightly appearance to the face of the wall.





Coimterforts are thin walls running back into the earth "be-

hind and serve to brace the main vertical wall. They are quite

frequently used, but the inverted T-shaped type is so much more

easily .and cheaply constructed that it should "be used unless the

wall is at least 18 feet high above ground, in which case the

counterfort type may be more economical. Counterforts rest on

and are connected to the horizontal base of the wall, and being

reinforced with steel bars, they really act as ties on the bad:

of the wall.

.gravity 'Tails . -Gravity walls are usually made with a coping on

top of the main body of the wall. The front or exposed face of

the wall is sometimes made vertical and is sometimes given a

batter that is slightly inclined, and the back side of the wall

is either inclined or stepped so that the base of the wall is

from 3/8 to 1/2 the height of the wall in thickness. A slight

batter on the face adds to the appearance of the construet ion

but too great a batter should be avoided for it makes the wall

appear as though it were leaning backward. For walls under 15

feet in height the batter should be about 1/2- inch per foot and

in heavier construction this batter is sometimes exceeded, but

should never be more than 1 1/2 Inches per foot.

The coping of a gravity wall should overhang tho front face

of the wall 2 or 3 inches and should be from 12 to 18 inches deep,

de ending on the height of tho wall. The top surface of the cop-

ing should be sloped backward so that dirt will not be washed ov-

er the front face of the wall thus discoloring it.

The accompanying table shows the dimensions and quantities





of concrete for gravity walls with heights varying from 6 to 20

feet above earth and assuming that the foundations go down 4

feet* In this table all copings are 12 Inches wide and 12 inch-

es deoo. 2?he baso is 3/8 the height of the wall which dimension

is all right if the upper surface of the ground is level as is

usually the case in highway work. The batter on the front face

is 1/2-ineh per foot oi' vertical distance under the coping, that

is, for a 20 foot wall the batter is (204-4 - 1) X i r 11 J- inches.

DIHSISI02TS AFD QTLOTCITESS OF GRAVIIY WAILS.

Height Total Height Batter on Face Cu. Yds, of Concrete
Feet TV. of Base Feet inches in Ytell 1 Foot long

6 2 ft. 3 in. 10 4 1/2 0,64

8 3 " n 12 51/2 0.92

10 S tT 9 14 6 1/2 1,26

12 4 Tt 6 + 16 7 1/2 1.65

14 5 " 3 " 18 8 1/2 2.10

16 6 " " 20 9 1/2 2,61

18 6 " 9
'

22 10 1/2 3,17

2.0 V " 6 % 24 11 1/2 3,78

i'OUWDAIIOHS .AILS.

In tiie construction of retaining walls of any shape or kind,

care must be taken to get good foundations. If the ma-cerial under

the wall is compact sand or gravel, there should be no trouble

with tho foundation. In some ca^es, where it is necessary to

build a wall on rather soft ground, the subsoil must be thorough-

ly drained and compacted by ramming sand or gravel or stone into

it* where the soil is very soft, piles are required to sustain





the weight oi" the T/all with the earth pressure "behind it. In

building walls upon rock ?/hich has an inclined surface, this

surface must be made horizontal f stepped, or roughened by bl&st-

to prevent the wall from sliding down the sloping rook sur-

jo . "evoral large rotaininr; walls liaYe failed because tliis

was not regarded. By taking the precautions just mentioned no

trouble will be experienced in wall construction provided the

dimensions of the structure are not slighted.
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HIGHWAY ACCESSORIES.

WA3ER TROUGHS.

The highways of to-day are generally constructed with the

one idee of serving automobiles. But the day has not come yet

when horse drawn vehicles do not travel the highways. As long

as horses are used it Is necessary that watering troughs be set

along the highways at least every two miles. A permanent, ser-

viceable, good looking watering trough can be easily constructed

of concrete at a low original cost, if it is made while the other

concrete worlr is being done* A good trough impervious to water

can be made of concreto by using a l:2-J-:5 mixture which has had
^

a quart of light road oil mixed into the concrete for each bag

of cement used. This oil mixed concreto should be reinforced

with a lo. 10 steel mesh and should be about 3 inches thick to

qgply sufficient strength.

"IITTS .

A permanent highway is carefully laid out with vertical

curve a at all the changes of grade and with easy curves at points

of deflection. To simplify a resurvey or disputes over right-of-

way limits, monuments set at right angles to the center line of

the highway and a given distance away, definitely define the Im-

portant points along a highway. These monuments should be per-

manent, concrete is by far the most serviceable material used

so far. The California Highway Conmisoion makes these monuments

of ^laln concrete mixed 1:1^:3. They are 6 by 6 Inches square

and 3 feet long, planted so that 6 inches is above the ground.

A small copper pin in the top of the monument definitely

the reference point.





FEIOE POSTS.

Reinforced oonorete fence posts are "better thrn wooden ones

because they will not decay, are more -uniform in size and shape,

and in the long run are cheaper. Fence posts of wood are cheaper

in first cost than those made of concrete, but ordinary wooden

posts decay in a comparatively short time while oonorete con-

struction lasts indefinitely. Cast iron posts last well, but

their cost prohibits their use, except in a few cases. Concrete

posts properly reinforced with steel rocs possess the necessary

strength and durability and at the same time may be obtained in

any locality at a reasonable cost. Fence posts for general use

should be 6 inches square at the lower and 4 inches square at

the upper end, reinforced with 4 3/8-inch rods imbedded in each

comer.

Corner posts must be larger than the side posts, 10 by 10

inches at the lower and upper ends, and 9 feet long being good

dimensions. Use 4 3/8- inch round rods for corner reinforcement.

BRAIJST HIES.

Tiles are used for draining roadways. This is especially

necessary if the surface of the road is not impervious to water,

or if the geological strata tends to hold the water under the

roadway. A roadway of even the best material needs some drain-

age and for roads made of poor materials, drainage is absolutely

essential. Concrete drain tiles, although a little more expen-

sive than clay tiles, are the best for the under drainage of any

roadway. Often in the construction of roads one or more longi-

tudinal linos of drain pipes are laid underneath the surface of





the road and at convenient plaoes are carried to proper out-

lets. A 4-inch drain tile is generally sufficient for drain-

ing a roadway. Such tile are made in steel forms, are 1-inch

thick-arid made of a 1:1-^:3 mixture, using a well selected

coarse material which, will pass a 3/4-inch ring.
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